Research Colloquium «Sustainable Social Development» (455447)

Prof. Dr. Ben Jann, Institute of Sociology
Prof. Dr. Sonja Vogt, Institute of Sociology
Prof. Dr. Michele Graziano Cceddia, CDE
Dr. Sabin Bieri, CDE

Time: Tuesday, 17:15 – 18:45
Location: Skype-Group «Colloquium Sustainable Social Development Bern», https://join.skype.com/gwRmIUh4nSd
Contact: Christoph Kühnhanss, christoph.kuehnhanss@soz.unibe.ch

Program Spring Semester 2020

18. February Prof. Dr. Mauricio Romero (Inst. Tecnológico Autónomo de México)
«Designing Effective Teacher Performance Pay Programs: Experimental Evidence from Tanzania»

03. March Cancelled: Prof. Dr. Julien Labonne (University of Oxford)
«Captured Labor Markets: Social structure and labor market performance in the Philippines»

17. March Prof. Dr. em. Richard Wilkinson (University of York)
Skype conference: «Inequality: the Unsustainable Force»

24. March Postponed to 26th of May.

31. March Skype conference: Ass. Prof. Dr. Anna Baranowska-Rataç (Umeå University, Sweden) «The Role of Co-worker Networks in Upward Wage Mobility among Young Adults»

07. April Skype conference: PhD student presentation Patrick Illien, CDE

21. April Cancelled: Prof. Dr. Samuel Bowles (Research Professor, Santa Fe Institute)

28. April Skype conference: Dr. Sebastian Mader (University of Bern, Institute of Sociology) «Plant trees for the planet: The potential of forests for climate change mitigation and the major drivers of national forest area»

05. May Skype conference: Dr. Katja Huyo (UNRISD, Geneva) «Overcoming Inequality – between elite power and social mobilization»

12. May Cancelled: Dr. Helena Pérez Niño (University of Cambridge, CDS)

19. May Skype conference: PD Dr. habil. Ilona M. Otto (Potsdam Inst. of Climate Impact Research) «Social tipping dynamics for stabilizing Earth’s climate by 2050»

26. May Skype conference: Dr. Sönke Ehret (University of Bern, Institute of Sociology) «Norm Evolution in Heterogeneous Populations and Implicit Political Preferences»